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ABSTRACT: The present paper investigates a new type of
thermoreversible gel lubricant obtained by supramolecular
assembly of low-molecular-weight organic gelator (LMWG) in
different base oils. The LMWG is a nonionic surfactant with
polar headgroup and hydrophobic tail that can self-assemble
through collective noncovalent intermolecular interactions (H-
bonding, hydrophobic interaction) to form fibrous structures
and trap base oils (mineral oils, synthetic oils, and water) in
the as-formed cavities. The gel lubricants are fully thermor-
eversible upon heating-up and cooling down and exhibit
thixotropic characteristics. This makes them semisolid
lubricants, but they behave like oils. The tribological test
results disclosed that the LMWG could also effectively reduce friction and wear of sliding pairs compared with base oils without
gelator. It is expected that when being used in oil-lubricated components, such as gear, rolling bearing, and so on, gel lubricant
may effectively avoid base oil leak and evaporation loss and so is a benefit to operation and lubrication failure for a long time.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The world functions with innumerable moving components
and friction between sliding pairs consumes a large portion of
energy.1 Lubrication is the most widespread and effective
means to reduce friction and wear and so to save energy.
Concurrent with more requirements on energy efficiency and
environment protection, the development of green, efficient,
and long life lubricant in replacement of conventional recipe is
particularly required. Greases are important lubricating
materials, but might be problematic in some conditions, such
as oil separation, poor lubrication caused by thickener and
complex production process, etc.2 To overcome this problem,
the concept of using gel lubricants was developed. Gels can be
formed through supramolecular assembly of a small fraction of
small molecules in base oils. Gel lubricants are able to reversibly
change from gel state to liquid state at the melting point of its
gel agent. A thermoreversible gel lubricant was first reported by
Takahashi et al.2 It is shown that thermoreversible gel
lubricants have good lubricity, are liable to form strong thick
oil film with adhesive, and have long fatigue life. Recently, Our
group reported novel ionic liquid (ILs) gelators with special
molecular designing that can jelly normal IL through
supramolecular assembly to form a gel with fibrous structure.3

The obtained IL gels have fine anticorrosion ability,

conductivity, thixotropic character, and most importantly
good tribological property. Gel-lube may liquefy upon
mechanical shearing locally at the sliding interface, and
therefore, it behaves like oil. However, it solves the creeping
problem of base oils and evaporation loss and so will benefit
maintenance and operation. Gelating lubricating oils into
semisolid materials makes it easy to transport and store them.
These advantages prompt us to develop more and novel gel
lubrication system.
The LMWGs can form random three-dimensional networks

and cavities in which liquids (lubricant oils) are trapped
through H-bonding, π−π stacking, hydrophobic interaction,
van der Waals force, London dispersion forces, and electrostatic
interaction.4,5 A variety type of molecules have been used as the
LMWGs, for example amino acid,6,7 fatty acid derivatives,8

quterary ammonium salts,9,10 urea,11,12 anthracene deriva-
tives,13 organometallic compounds,14 steroid derivatives,15

and so on. They can either gelate water or organic solvents
and ILs, forming hydrogels, organogels, ionogel, respectively.16

Anna et al. reported a geminal imidazolium salts as LMWG.17
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Tatsuo et al. synthesized amino acid compounds as supra-
molecular gelators,18 which could gelate different solvents such
as aqueous solutions with different pH, common organic
solvents, oil and ILs. The design of LMWGs to gelate
commonly used lubricating oils is very important, but rarely
reported. In the present work, novel thermoreversible gel
lubricants formed by supramolecular assembly of a LMWG in
base oils are reported. The LMWG can gelate base oils like
mineral oil, synthetic oils, and water through collective
intermolecular interactions (H-bonding, van der Waals force,
hydrophobic interaction) to form a fibrous network.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Materials. All reagents for the synthesis of the gelator

including 1-hexadecanol and p-toluenesulfonic acid monohydrate,
glucono δ-lactone, L-leucine were purchased from J&K. The base oils,
polyether (PEG200, PEG400), 150 BS, glycol and glycerol were
purchased from Sinopharm chemical reagent Co., Ltd. Polyester
(Esterex A51), polyalphaolefin (PAO10 and PAO40), and ultra S8
were purchased from ExxonMobil chemical and Lanzhou petrochem-
ical grease factory, respectively. MACs oil was synthesized by our
laboratory. All the other chemicals used in the synthesis were of AR
grade.
2.2. Synthesis of the Gelator (LMWG) and Preparation of Gel

Lubricants with LMWG. The gelator (LMWG) given in the
following was synthesized using a previously reported method.18

LMWG was dissolved in base oils at given concentrations in a sample
vessal (diameter: 25 mm) by heating until complete dissolution, and
then the hot mixed solution were slowly cooled to room temperature
(RT) to form gels.

2.3. Characterization. The structure of LMWG was affirmed by
proton nuclear magnetic resonance (1H NMR, INOVA-400 Hz,) and
carbon nuclear magnetic resonance (13C NMR, INOVA-100 MHz).
The spectra and date of nuclear magnetic resonance (1H NMR and
13C NMR) are given in the Supporting Information. The thermal
properties of the gel lubricants were measured on an STA 449 C
Jupiter simultaneous TG-DSC from 25 °C to approximately 800 °C at
a heating rate of 10 °C min−1 in air. The thermal stability of base oil

gel lubricants were studied through measuring gel-to-sol transition
temperature with DSC thermograms (Mettler Toledo DSC822 series).
Samples were analyzed in aluminum pans under a steady flow of liquid
nitrogen (25 mL min−1) and heated at 2 °C min−1 from −20 to 80 °C.
To investigate the rheological property of base oil gel, we carried out
shear stress and frequency sweeps on a RS6000 Rheometer
(Germany) with a cone−plate sensor system (Ti; radius, 17.5 mm;
cone angle, 1 °C). The friction track and chemical composition of the
worn scars were analyzed according to our previously reported
methods19 by JSM-5600LV SEM and PHI-5702 multifunctional XPS,
respectively.

2.4. Tribology Test. The tribological properties of liquid paraffin
gel, PAO10 gel, and hydrogel as lubricants were assessed for
application in steel/steel contacts using an Optimol SRV-IV oscillating
reciprocating friction and wear tester. The experiment and the friction
testing parameters were referred to our previously published
articles.20,21 Before the test, a block of the base oil gel was placed in
the ball-disk contact area. The friction and wear behavior of the
samples were assessed in air at RT. Three repetitive measurements
were performed for each sliding process. The corresponding friction
curves were recorded automatically with a computer attached to the
SRV tester. A MicroXAM 3D noncontact surface mapping profiler was
used to measure the wear volume of the lower disk.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Formation of LMWG Supramolecular Gel Lubri-
cant. The gelation process of 5% LMWG in liquid paraffin was
recorded by digital camera with ten second interval and the
corresponding polarized optical microscopy were obtained on
OLYMPUS BX51. The images are shown in Figure 1. We can
see that gelation occurs immediately but the gel remains partial
transparent at 30s until a dense and stable turbid white gel
forms after 1 min (Figure 1a). The rapid process might
originate from intermolecular hydrogen bond interaction and
intermolecular hydrophobic interaction of the gelator. First, the
LMWG assembles to fiberlike aggregates in a small amount and
then fibrous bundles that extend further to three-dimensional
network (Figure 1b). Figure 1b, c showed that the fibrous
network have strongly birefringent effects which verify the
crystalline nature (Figure 1c).3 It was found that the LMWG
can solidify a variety of lubricating medium, including water,
polyester (A51), 150BS, polyalphaolefin(PAO10, PAO40),
Ultra S8, multiple-alkylated cyclopentane (MACS),
polyethylenglycol(PEG400), triethylene glycol, glycerin, etc.
For different base oils, the gelator will have different optimal

Scheme 1. Chemical Structure of LMWG

Figure 1. (a) Digital pictures of gelation process in liquid paraffin, (b) optical microscopic images, and (c) polarized light microscopic images of
LMWG assemble process in liquid paraffin at different time of the sample. (d) Digital images of the gel lubricants: (1) liquid paraffin+2% LMWG,
(2) A51 + 2% LMWG, (3) PAO10 + 2% LMWG, (4) PEG 200 + 2% LMWG, (5) Ultra S8 + 3% LMWG, (6) MACs+3% LMWG, (7) PEG 400 +
2% LMWG, (8) triethylene glycol+2% LMWG, (9) 150BS+3% LMWG, (10) PAO40 + 2% LMWG, (11) glycerin+2% LMWG, and (12) water+1%
LMWG.
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concentration. Figure 1d shows the solidified base oils under
the minimum gelation concentration.
3.2. Mechanism Analysis of Gel Lubricants. NMR was

used as a complementary tool for the investigation of LMWG22

through chemical shifts, intensity of the NMR signals with
concentration, solvent composition, or temperature.22−24 In the
present study, the formation of intermolecular hydrogen-bonds
of the gelator molecules is verified by the results from
concentration- and temperature-dependent 1H NMR studies
of LMWG-acetone-d6 systems. The results of this experiment
are shown in Figure 2. The signals at 0.85−1.5, 3.3−4.8, and 7.4
ppm detected for the acetone-d6 solution of LMWG (0.5 mg/
0.5 mL) can be assigned to the alkyl groups, OH and NH
groups of LMWG, respectively. With increasing concentration
of LMWG, the three signals reduce gradually and aggregation
takes place, indicating the formation of hydrogen bonds. When
concentration of LMWG reaches 2 mg/0.5 mL, large and
NMR-silent assemblies are formed indicating complete gel
formation. Beatriu et al.22 and Sajid Iqbal et al.25 have also
reported similar results on supramolecular gels. Temperature-
dependent NMR analysis of supramolecular gels will give more
information. The 1H NMR spectra of the LMWG-acetone-d6
system (2 mg/0.5 mL) were recorded at different temperatures
(Figure 2b). As anticipated, with increasing temperature, the
intensities of the three group signals increase gradually. When
temperature reaches 50 °C, the split of all the three group
signals on 1H NMR spectra (2 mg/0.5 mL) becomes clear,
which suggests the breaking of the intermolecular interaction.
Similar results have been also observed by Bhattacharya.26 The
result indicated that intermolecular H-bonding at the head-
group and hydrophobic van der Waals interaction as indicated
in Scheme 2 synergistically act as a driving force for aggregation
of the molecules.
3.3. Gel−Sol Transition Temperature (Tg) and Thermal

Properties of Gel Lubricants. The Tg of the gel lubricants
were determined by DSC and the results were listed in Figure 3
and Table S1 in the Supporting Information. The results
showed that the gelation was largely affected by the
concentration of gelator and types of base oils (Figure 3a).
For example, an increase in the concentration of LMWG in all
base oils led to an increase in the gelation rate. Of course,
increase of the gelator concentration in base oils also led to an
increase of the Tg. Taken liquid paraffin as an example, when
the concentration of gelator increased from 2% and 5% to 10%,
the Tg of the system increased from 57.78 and 60.73 °C to
61.30 °C (Figure 3b).

The thermal stability of the oil gels was evaluated by TGA in
air atmosphere (Figure 4). Figure 4a shows that the thermo-
decomposition temperature of all the gel lubricants is higher
than 200 °C, which indicates its good thermal stability. Figure
4b shows the thermo-decomposition temperature of liquid
paraffin with various mass percent of LMWG. We can see that
the thermo-decomposition temperature of the liquid paraffin
gel increased with the increase in concentration of LMWG. It is
obvious seen that the thermo-decomposition temperature of
liquid paraffin+10% LMWG is much higher than neat liquid
paraffin, implying that LMWG can enhance the decomposition
temperatures of base oils during the lubrication processes.

3.4. Rheological Characterization and Thixotropic
Behavior of Base Oil Gels. To evaluate the viscoelastic and
mechanical properties of gel lubricants, we measured liquid
paraffin gel with 2, 3, and 4% LMWG (Figure 5a, b), PAO10
gel with 2, 3, and 4% of LMWG (Figure 5c, d), and hydrogel
with 1, 2, 3, and 4% LMWG (Figure 5e,5f), respectively. Figure
5a shows that both the storage moduli (G′) and loss moduli
(G″) as a function of strain. G′ shows a substantial elastic
response, which is larger than G″ in measurement strain range.3

It is found that G′ and G″ of liquid paraffin with different
concentration of LMWG decreases gradually with the
increasing strain, indicating the shear thinning property. A
frequency sweep can testify the tolerance of a material to
external forces,.27 It is seen that G′ is significantly larger than

Figure 2. (a)1 H NMR spectra of LMWG in acetone-d6 at different concentrations and (b) 1H NMR spectra of LMWG in acetone-d6 at different
temperatures (2 mg/0.5 mL).

Scheme 2. Proposed Supermolecular Assembly Mode of
Gelator in Base Oil
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G″, and both moduli exhibit dependence on frequency.
implying a more elastic nature than the viscous property
throughout the entire frequency region. The rheological
property of the PAO10 gel (Figure 5c, d) consisting of
LMWG is shown in Figure 5c, d. Figure 5c shows stress sweeps
of the PAO10 gel. Increasing the gelator concentration from 2
to 4% the storage modulus G′ increases from 2.64 to 22.8 kPa.
This indicates that the viscoelastic properties and mechanical
stability of the gel network increases with the gelator
concentration. In Figure 5d shows G′ and G″ as a function
of frequency for three different concentrations of LMWG. We
can see that both G′ and G″ slightly increase with frequency
and the G′ is higher than G″ in almost all the frequency range,
demonstrating the dominant of elastic behavior of the system.
Figure 5e, f presents the rheological data of hydrogel at stress
sweep (Figure 5e) from σ = 0.01 to 500 and frequency sweep
(Figure 5f) from f = 0.01 to 100. The G′ and G″ increase with
the concentration of LMWG, suggesting the enhanced
mechanical stability of the hydrogel gels with the concentration
of LMWG. This experiment is consistent with liquid paraffin
gel and PAO10 gel. For three gel lubricants the G′ and G″
increases with the gelator concentration. The rheological
behavior of the gel lubricant was beneficial for special
lubrication as a succedaneum for lubricating grease.
Interestingly, rapid shaking led to gel-to-sol phase transition

and resting some time the solution results in gelation again
(Figure 6). As stated before, in the system, a large number of
nanofibers are formed by supramolecular noncovalent inter-
action between gelator molecules and build up an abundant of
cavities in which oil is trapped. However, the noncovalent

interaction (H-bonding at gelator head and van der Waals
interaction along hydrophobic tail) is relative weak and can be
destroyed under shearing or drastic shaking so that the trapped
base oil can be released. Upon waiting for some time, the
LMWG can self-assemble to form gel once again. The
reversible process is characteristic of the thixotropy effect,
which can be further quantitatively demonstrated from the
rheological data as shown in Figure 5. The both elastic modulus
and loss modulus of liquid paraffin gel decreased with
increasing shear stress, while the PAO and hydrogel show
some threshold shear stress, after which both G′ and G″
decrease sharply. Both G′ and G″ become instable at high shear
frequency.
The effect of thixotropic behavior has important implications

in lubrication, in which solid-like lubricants are liquefied under
high shear strength (high load and lateral shear) and take part
in lubrication like oils, while lubricants in solid state not only
make them easy to transport but also can effectively avoid oil
creeping and evaporating loss and so benefit to maintenance.3

On the basis of this consideration, the gel lubricant 5% LMWG
in PAO10 and its base oils PAO10 are exposed to the ground
simulated atomic oxygen. As shown in Figure 7, after 2.5 h of
atomic oxygen irradiation, PAO10 on the surface of steel block
spread to all the surface because of the increased surface energy
of both the oil and steel surface, whereas the PAO10 gel
covered area does not change, indicating no creeping at all. One
can imagine that the sealing problem will be less of a concerned
when using gel lubricant, the application of which we will pay
more attention to in future work.

Figure 3. (a) DSC curves of different base oil gels, (b) changes in phase transition temperature when concentration of LMWG in liquid paraffin
increased form 2 to 5 and 10%.

Figure 4. (a) TGA curve of base oil gels and (b) liquid paraffin with various mass percent of LMWG.
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3.5. Tribological Properties of the Gel Lubricants. The
tribological properties of the liquid paraffin gel, PAO10 gel, and
hydrogel at RT were investigated. It was found that gel
lubricants have better lubricating properties than the base oils.
The friction coefficient (COF) evolution and wear volume
losses of lower disks under lubrication of liquid paraffin gel,
PAO10 gel and water gel are shown in Figures 8−10,
respectively. Panels a and b in Figure 8 display the evolution
of COF and wear volumes of sliding discs under lubrication of
liquid paraffin and liquid paraffin gel with different concen-
trations of LMWG at RT. We can see that the COF increase in
the following sequence: 3% LMWG+liquid paraffin gel < 4%
LMWG+liquid paraffin gel < 2% LMWG+liquid paraffin gel <
liquid paraffin (Figure 8a). The wear volumes of the discs
increase in the following sequence: 4% LMWG+liquid paraffin
< 3% LMWG+liquid paraffin gel < 2% LMWG+liquid paraffin
gel < liquid paraffin gel (Figure 8b). It means that the
concentration of LMWG has a significant impact on the
tribological properties. The addition of 3% LMWG can

significantly reduce friction and wear of sliding pairs lubricated
by liquid paraffin. From the inset photographs in Figure 8a, it is
seen that before and after the test, liquid paraffin gel remained
in a good gel state with appropriate viscosity. This means
LMWG can not only gelate base oils to gels but also act as
friction-reduction and AW additive.
We have investigated the effect of the frequency on

triobological propertites of liquid paraffin and its gel. A
frequency ramp test from 15 up to 40 Hz by 5 Hz interval at a
load of 100 N at 25 °C is shown in Figure 8c. The test duration
for each frequency was 5 min. It is seen that liquid paraffin has a
larger COF. The addition of 2, 3, and 4 wt % LMWG, gels have
low COF compared with liquid paraffins. Increasing the
concentration of LMWG leads to a decrease of the COF.
Upon shearing, the gel at interface liquefies and more and more
LMWG molecule will adsorb onto metal surface to form
protective film. So the gel lubricant displays better lubrication
property than neat liquid paraffin and strengthen its perform-
ance when increasing concentration. The similar result was

Figure 5. Oscillation mode rheological data of different gel lubricants with different gelator concentrations. The evolution of G′ and G″ as a function
of the applied shear stress (σ = 0.1−100 Pa) of (a) liquid paraffin gel, (c) PAO10 gel, and (e) hydrogel, respectively, and the frequency from 0.01 to
100 Hz at σ = 5 Pa, (b) liquid paraffin gel, (d) PAO10 gel, and (f) hydrogel, respectively.
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reported by Pro. Mori using other gel lubricants.28 The fact that
when we change the frequency the COF remains very stable
and that the applying load is rather high (more than 2 GPa)
and the friction coefficient is around 0.1 may suggest that the
lubrication lies in the boundary regime.
Figure 8d displays the tribological properties of liquid

paraffins at lower contact pressures and at longer testing times.
We can see that the liquid paraffin has higher COF about 0.20
at a load of 100N and instable during friction test. When the
concentration of LMWG is merely 2%, the gel lubricant has
very low and stable COF. As the concentration of LMWG
increased, the lubrication property of lubricant could not be
improved further. Even at 2% gelator concentration, the
thermoreversible gel lubricant exhibits long fatigue life. This
contrast also demonstrates the significant role of gelator in
friction-reduction and AW, probably because of the strong
absorption of gelator through its polar headgroup.28,29

The effect of the temperature on the tribological properties
of liquid paraffin gel lubricant were also investigated and the
results are shown in Figure 8e. Figure 8e displays the results of
a temperature ramp test from 20 up to 120 °C stepped by 20
°C at 300 N for liquid paraffin and liquid paraffin gel (3%
concentration and 4% concentration, respectively). The test
duration at each temperature was 5 min. During the test, For
liquid paraffin gel with 3% and 4% LMWG, it is found that the
friction coefficient maintains steady at temperature below 40
°C, while it increases dramatically (to about 0.17 for 3%), but
still smaller than the value of liquid paraffin when the
temperature is increased to 60 °C, a temperature that gel
structure is damaged. Friction reduction property of liquid

paraffin gel lubricant decreases as temperature increases after
the phase transition temperature. This result indicates that
gelation of the base oil is beneficial to the tribological properties
of the oil because of the increased viscosity through the
supramolecular assembly of gelator and gelator molecule
absorption on the metal sliding surface.30

The tribological properties of gel lubricant can be explained
by both chemical and physical effects.19 The gelator can easily
and strongly absorb on metal surface with its polar head-
group.19 The absorbed film plays a role as an oiliness agent and
significantly decreases the friction and wear. From the
viewpoint of a physical effect, thermoreversible gel lube might
become solid under high pressure; therefore, a solid-like film
might be formed in the Hertzian area and protects sliding pairs
from direct metal-to-metal contact.31 Further work is still
required to clarify the mechanism of thermoreversible gel lube
in detail.29,31

Synthetic oils are commonly used lubricants, especially for
combustion engines. The present gelator LMWG can also
gelate synthetic oils, like polyalphaolefin (PAO). After gelation,
the tribological property of PAO10 was significantly improved.
The COF evolution and wear volume losses of sliding discs are
shown in Figure 9. The results show that pure PAO10 as neat
lubricant oil can form continuous lubrication oil protective
films to reduce friction within the first 10 min (approximately
700 s), but at the high load (about 3 GPa) the boundary
lubrication oil film is not firm enough under thermal and
mechanical stress and is easily worn out. Therefore, the COF
bumps up to 0.6 and afterward levels off to a high value of
about 0.3. The gelator concentration of 2% is not enough to
provide sufficient friction reduction and AW. The concen-
tration of gelator reaches to 3%, the bump up of COF almost
disappears and COF decreases to a very low level. No
significant improvement can be observed after 4% concen-
tration of LMWG. PAO10 is usually used as synthetic lubricant
with high molecular weight and so fairly large viscosity, which
makes it load-bearing capacity due to physical absorption to
form viscous film at sliding interface. However, the physically
absorbed film is not strong enough, and may break down under
continuous thermal stress, leading to lubrication failure. This
was altered when adding gelator to form friction-reduction and
AW adsorbed layers and further tribochemical reaction
protective films on the sliding metallic surfaces.32 The antiwear
property of PAO gel lubricants is much better than pure
PAO10. The wear volume of the lower discs is reduced by
about 20 times as compared with that lubricated with pure
PAO 10 when the concentration of LMWG increases to 4%
(Figure 9b).
Aqueous lubrication is attractive in the tribological field

because of the desire to understand and potentially mimic how
biotribological contacts lubricate in nature.33 It is well-known
that water is the most common lubricating medium with high
cooling capability. However, it is unconventional lubricant for
most tribological applications in long run because of the high
corrosivity, liable to evaporation and high fluidity(low
viscosity). These problems might be weakened by forming
hydrogels. Figure 10 shows that the addition of 1 and 2%
LMWG can greatly reduce friction and wear of sliding pairs
water at RT. When the concentration increases to 3 wt %, the
COF reduces from above ∼0.5 to a very low level (∼0.15).
These results demonstrate that the hydrogels have good
lubricating properties for steel/steel contacts as compared with
pure water. When the content of gelator is above 4 wt %, no

Figure 6. Thixotropic behavior of the base oil gel: (a) liquid paraffin
+3% LMWG gel, (b) heat dissolution of liquid paraffin+3% LMWG
gel, (c) reform of liquid paraffin+3% LMWG, (d) shear thinning of
liquid paraffin+3% LMWG gel.

Figure 7. Creeping behavior of PAO10 and PAO10 with 5% LMWG
gel on the surface of the steel pieces before and after atomic
irradiation: (a) PAO10 before irradiation experiment, (b) PAO10 after
irradiation experiment; (c) PAO10 gel before irradiation experiment,
(d) PAO10 gel after irradiation experiment.
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further improvement in the friction-reducing and AW can be
observed.

3.6. Surface Analysis. Figure 11 presents the SEM
micrographs of the worn steel surfaces lubricated by pure

Figure 8. (a, b) Evolution of COF/time and wear volume losses for the steel disks lubricated by different concentrations of LMWG in liquid paraffin
at RT. (c) Evolution of COF with time during a frequency ramp test from 15 to 40 Hz for liquid paraffin and gel with different concentration of
LMWG at 25 °C (SRV load, 100 N; stroke, 1 mm; duration, 30 min). (d) Evolution of COF of long time testing of liquid paraffin and liquid paraffin
gel with different LMWG at 25 °C (SRV load, 100 N; stroke, 1 mm; frequency, 25 Hz; duration, 120 min). (e) Evolution of COF with time during a
temperature ramp test from 20 to 120 °C for liquid paraffin and liquid paraffin gel with 3% LMWG and 4% LMWG (SRV load, 300 N; stroke, 1
mm; frequency, 25 Hz; duration, 30 min.).

Figure 9. (a) Evolution of COF/time and (b) wear volume of the lower disks lubricated by different concentrations of LMWG in PAO10 gel at RT
(SRV load, 200 N; stroke, 1 mm; frequency, 25 Hz; duration, 30 min.).
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Figure 10. (a) Evolution of COF/time and (b) wear volume of the lower disks lubricated by different concentrations of LMWG in hydrogel at RT
(SRV load, 100 N; stroke, 1 mm; frequency, 25 Hz; duration, 30 min.).

Figure 11. SEM and 3D optical microscopic morphology of worn surfaces lubricated by liquid paraffin and gels with different LMWG concentration:
(a, a′, a″) Liquid paraffin, (b, b′, b″) 2% LMWG, and (c, c′, c″) 4% LMWG, (magnification on the above is 80×, and on the below is 400×; load, 300
N; stroke, 1 mm; frequency, 25 Hz; duration, 30 min; temperature, 25 °C).

Figure 12. SEM morphology of worn surfaces lubricated by PAO10 and gels with different LMWG concentration: (a, a′) PAO10, (b, b′) 2%
LMWG, (c, c′) 3% LMWG, and (d, d′) 4% LMWG (magnification on the above is 80×, and on the below is 400×; load, 200 N; stroke, 1 mm;
frequency, 25 Hz; duration, 30 min; temperature, 25 °C).
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liquid paraffin and gels with different content of LMWG. We
can see that the worn surfaces of the steel lubricated by pure
liquid paraffin oil present severe scuffing with many deep and
narrow grooves (Figure 11 a, a′). However, as to the steels
lubricated by liquid paraffin gels, the wear scars are slight and
relatively smooth. Scuffing is greatly alleviated (Figure 11 b, b′,
11c, c′), which indicates that these gels have excellent AW

properties. The corresponding 3D optical microscopic images
are shown in Figure 11a″−c″, which further confirms the same
behavior to that reported for friction and wear. Wear scars
lubricated by liquid paraffin (Figure 11a″) are wider and deeper
than that lubricated by paraffin gels (Figure 11 c″). The same
phenomenon was also found on the worn surfaces of steel disks
lubricated by other oil gels. These results are consistent with

Figure 13. SEM morphologies of worn surfaces lubricated by H20 and hydrogel with different LMWG concentration: (a, a′) H2O, (b, b′) 1%
LMWG, (c, c′) 2% LMWG, (d, d′) 3% LMWG, and (e, e′) 4% LMWG (magnification on the above is 80×, and on the below is 400×; load, 200 N;
stroke, 1 mm; frequency, 25 Hz; duration, 30 min; temperature, 25 °C).

Figure 14. XPS spectra of (a) full spectra, (b) Fe 2p, (c) C 1s, (d) O 1s, and (e) N 1s of the worn surfaces lubricated by liquid paraffin (curve a) and
gel with 4% LMWG (curve b), PAO10 (curve c), and PAO10 gel with 4% LMWG (curve d), H2O (curve e), and hydrogel with 4% LMWG (curve
f).
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the above measured wear volume results and indicate the
excellent AW property by gels.
The SEM images of the steel surfaces that were worn while

lubricated by PAO10, 2 wt % LMWG, 3 wt % LMWG and 4 wt
% LMWG, and all the wear scars were obtained under the same
conditions. Figure 12a, a′ shows that the worn steel surface
under lubrication of PAO10 displays very rough and many wide
wear scars with severe scuffing. The wear volume is very large.
It can be seen that the worn surfaces under the lubrication of
PAO10 gel with 2 wt % LMWG (Figure 12b, b′) are also very
rough, but the diameter is considerably reduced. When
concentration increased 3% (Figure 12c, c′), the wear scars
are narrow and shallow, with small furrows and scratches on the
friction surface. This result indicates that 3% gel lubricant has
some certain AW property. However, when the concentration
of LMWG reaches 4 wt % (Figure 12d, d′), the worn scars are
quite smooth and show hardly any grooves. This indicates that
the prepared PAO10 gel has the distinguishable AW properties,
and the result is also consistent with the measured wear
volumes in Figure 9.
The SEM morphologies of the worn steel surfaces lubricated

by H2O and hydrogel with different LMWG contents are
shown in Figure 13. We can see that the wear surface lubricated
by H2O, (Figure 13a, a′) is very rough and show considerably
wider and deeper wear scars. Thus, severe scuffing occurs in
these cases. However, the wear scars lubricated by hydrogels
with 1% and 2% LMWG, show relatively narrow and mild
abrasive wear with no scuffing damage (Figure 13b, c′). When
adding 3 and 4 wt % LMWG into water, the worn surfaces are
slight and relatively smooth. From images Figure 13a−e, we can
see that scuffing is greatly alleviated. The results demonstrate
that the new prepared hydrogels have better antiwear
properties than pure water.
XPS is a powerful tool to clarify the compositions and

chemical state of the elements on the worn surfaces. The XPS
spectra are shown in Figure 14a. It is clear that the major
elements present on the surface are O, C, Fe, but considerable
N is detected on the gel lubricated surface and attributed to
LMWG physical absorption or chemical reaction with surface.
High resolution XPS spectra of Fe 2p, C 1s, O 1s, and N 1s
elements were collected before and after friction tests to further
clarify the chemical states of elements, Figure 14b−e, and the
binding energies of all samples are shown in Table S2 in the
Supporting Information. It is seen that the binding energies of
C, O, and N of the worn surfaces lubricated by the 4% LMWG
liquid paraffin gel, 4% LMWG PAO gel and hydrogel all differ
from the binding energies of neat LMWG (see Figure S1 in the
Supporting Information). We assumed that specific tribochem-
ical reactions occurred during the friction process and formed
new compounds. The binding energies of Fe 2p, C 1s, O 1s,
and N 1s of the worn surfaces lubricated by the 4% LMWG
liquid paraffin gel and 4% LMWG PAO gel are similar to each
other. This indicates oil gels have similar lubrication
mechanisms. The binding energies of C 1s, O 1s, and N 1s
of the worn surfaces lubricated by hydrogel all differ from the
binding energies of liquid paraffin gel and PAO gel. The XPS
spectral peaks of Fe 2p (Figure 14a−d) appear at 710.2−710.8
and 724.1−724.5 eV, and the O 1s (Figure 14a−d) peaks
appear at 529.81−529.96 and 531.29−531.37 eV, which may be
assigned to FeO, Fe2O3, Fe3O4, and FeOOH.34,35 The C 1s
(Figure 14a−d) spectra show two peaks. The largest peak can
be ascribed to the C−C and C−H bonds in alkyl group with
characteristic binding energy of the 284.5−284.8 eV. The

second peak may be assigned to the carbon atom of the CO
bond and C−O bond in organic compounds at 288.3−288.5
eV. These peaks indicate that the LMWG adsorb on the surface
of steel.36,37 There are no characteristic peaks of N 1s on the
worn steel surface lubricated by pure liquid paraffin, PAO10
and H2O. But for the corresponding gel, an obvious peak
appears at 399.14−399.80 eV for worn steel surface lubricated
by with 4% LMWG liquid paraffin gel and PAO10 gel, which
possibly correspond to carbonitride and/or nitrogen oxides.38,39

The bonding energy of C 1s at 283.26 and 286.96 eV for
hydrogel, respectively, could indicate existing −CH2− and C
O on the surface of wear scar from the LMWG hydrogel. In the
XPS of O 1s, the binding energy at 528.65 eV, 530.26 eV for
H2O and 528.48 eV, 530.14 eV for hydrogel different with oil
gel imply that O2−, oxo- species, OH/Oads, FeO, Fe2O3, and
FeO exist on the surface lubricated by H2O and hydrogel. N
1s peak appears at 398.5ev, which can be attributed to complex
oxide species. This data of XPS of surface on the wear while
lubricated by H2O and hydrogel indicated complicated physics
and chemistry reaction were likely to occur.36,30 XPS analysis
reveals that complicated tribochemical reactions occurred on
the surfaces lubricated by all three types of gel lubricants under
a collective impact of high pressure, exoelectron emission, and
frictional heat on the specimen surface. On the basis of these
data, it can be speculated apart from inorganic compounds
(e.g., Fe2O3, Fe3O4, FeOOH, amine, or nitrogenoxide, formed
on the worn surfaces), organic C−H, C−C bonding can be
present at the worn surface. The excellent tribological
properties can be ascribed to not only tribochemical protective
film composed of Fe2O3, Fe3O4, and FeOOH but also physical
absorption LMWG film.

4. CONCLUSION

A new low-molecular-weight organic gelator was prepared and
could gelate a variety of base lubricating oils (mineral oil,
synthetic oil, and water). The gelator forms a fibrous network
through collective intermolecular interactions (H-bonding,
hydrophobic interaction) and lubricating oils are trapped in
the cavities built up by supramolecular fibers. Rheological
characterization indicated that the gel lubricant had good
mechanical stability and viscoelasticity upon shearing. Under
normal lubricating conditions, gels could liquefy and behave
like oil lubricants. These characteristics make them potential
high performance semisolid lubricants with significantly
improved transportation, storage and anticreeping properties.
Under optimized gelator concentration, gel lubricants have
better lubricating performance than blank base oils because
gelator itself can act as effective lubrication additive in base oils.
SEM and XPS analysis revealed that not only complicated
tribochemical reactions occurred on the surfaces lubricated by
all three types of gel lubricants, but chemical and physical
adsorption films also formed. The good tribological capacities
of gel lubricant is ascribed to the polarity induced absorption of
gelator molecules to form ordered films on sliding surfaces and
further tribochemical reaction induced protective films on the
sliding metallic surfaces. These phase changed supramolecular
gel lube systems are expected to replace conventional
lubricants, and used in peculiar machine components, such as
gear, rolling bearing, and so on. In this way, it can effectively
avoid base oil creeping and evaporating loss and so benefit to
maintenance and operation.
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